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Smith And Wesson Serial Numbers Database

Oct 23, 2020 Hi everyone, I need help in looking up serial numbers. I have a Smith and Wesson revolver with serial number
EER-5308. . Sep 19, 2020 I have a Smith and Wesson 7" service revolver with serial number EAT-2903. So serial numbers can
be changed when the gun is reblued? For instance EAT-2903 is one serial number, but I have a number 1... Oct 19, 2020 I have
a Smith and Wesson C.1909 70.45.45 serial number EAT-1759 I believe it is. I am trying to find out when this gun was made.

The # is on the barrel. This gun is in very good condition. Please help I am going crazy. Oct 19, 2020 I have a Smith and Wesson
C.1886 M.32.32 serial number EAT-1796. I believe it was imported to the U.S.A. In 1911 EAT-XXXX was used as the factory

serial number. This gun is in very good condition. Please help I am going crazy. Oct 19, 2020 I have a Smith and Wesson
C.1885 M.32.32 serial number EAT-1742. I believe it was imported to the U.S.A. In 1911 EAT-XXXX was used as the factory

serial number. This gun is in very good condition. Please help I am going crazy. Oct 19, 2020 I have a Smith and Wesson
C.1885 M.32.32 serial number EAT-1855. I believe it was imported to the U.S.A. in 1911 EAT-XXXX was used as the factory

serial number. This gun is in very good condition. Please help I am going crazy. Oct 19, 2020 Hi. I have a 1911 in good
condition. Do you have a serial number database for any manufacture date? Maybe Smith & Wesson type for S&W. Thanks.

Oct 19, 2020 Question about serial numbers. I bought this at a shop. They labeled it EAT-XXXX. That was the date the gun was
made. But I have no idea when it was imported to the usa. I know it was not made here and it was not made with a letter. How

do i find the date the gun was made in usa? Any help would be 3da54e8ca3
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